
2019 - 2022 RANGER
SPARTAN REVERSE INSTALL GUIDE

STEP 1
Connect the C shaped bracket to the
Spartan reverse light bar. Once it is
connected mount the bracket to the
Spartan reverse bar using the
included hardware. 



Mount the bar to the
truck using the location
in the photo below. Use
a size 13mm socket to
remove the bolt below. 

STEP 2



Once you have removed this bolt use the same bolt to mount the bar to
the truck. We mounted them where the curve of the brackets is going to
the inside of the truck. Then repeat on the other side of the truck.

STEP 3



Remove two size 8mm
bolts from your truck. 

There are two tabs located
at the top and bottom of
the side of your housing.
 
Pull away from the side of
your truck with moderate
force to release these tabs

STEP 4



Carefully cut back the protective sheath coming from the reverse socket to
expose the two wires that will be used to power the Spartan Bars. 

*The reverse bulb is the lowest bulb in the housing*

STEP 5



Using the included
quick splice connecters
connect the power
wire (red) from the
included wiring
harness to the green
wire from the reverse
light socket. Then
connect the ground
wire (black) from the
wiring harness to the
outside black wire
coming from the
reverse light socket. 

STEP 6



Run the connectors from the wiring harness inside the opening of the
headlight housing as seen below so that they come out under the bumper
area of the truck.

STEP 7



Then reinstall the Taillight
asssembly



Connect both of the connections from the harness to the connections
coming from the Spartan bars and use the lock ring to secure the
connection.

STEP 8



Text for support: 706-214-2618
Visit our site to chat: www.F150LEDs.com

or email CustomerSupport@F150LEDs.com

Use the included zip
ties to hide the wiring
harness under the
bumper. 

STEP 9


